Addressing Concentration in Food Supply Chains

The Role of Competition Law in Tackling the Abuse of Buyer Power

SUMMARY
This note examines the subject of bargaining power in global food supply chains. It explores how the creation and abuse of dominant buyer power by global agribusiness firms can be addressed in competition law. Disproportionate buyer power, which arises from excessive buyer concentration in food supply chains (among commodity buyers, food processors and retailers), tends to depress prices that food producers at the bottom of those chains receive for their produce. This in turn means lower incomes for these producers, which may have an impact on their ability to invest for the future and climb up the value chain, and it may lead them to lower wages that they pay the workers that they employ. There is thus a direct link between the ability of competition regimes to address abuses of buyer power in supply chains, and the enjoyment of the right to adequate food. Such competition control should also be capable of being enforced even over conduct occurring outside the State, given that the effects of concentrated agribusiness buyer power are global. Finally, it is necessary for developing countries to put in place human rights-sensitive competition regimes, and they should be assisted to this end.

Some salient facts about agribusiness concentration
The merger at the beginning of 2010 between Cadbury and Kraft recalls a curious fact about global food supply chains: while there are very many farmers and consumers at either ends of the chains, the agribusiness corporations occupying strategic positions in the middle are exceedingly few. Governments across the world have slowly come to appreciate this fact and to explore its implications. As this note is being finalized, the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Department of Agriculture are examining buyer power, concentration and vertical integration through a series of public workshops, the last of which will take place in December 2010. As U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder noted, this marks the first time in American history that both the Departments of Justice and Agriculture have dealt with the issue in a public setting. Other executive and legislative bodies around the world also have expressed concern over agribusiness concentration: the European Parliament recently adopted a declaration requesting the European Commission to address “the abuse of power by large supermarkets operating in the European Union.”
Concentration at certain segments is particularly striking in globalized food chains, as illustrated by the example of coffee. Coffee is grown by about 25 million producers. At the other end of the chain, there are around 500 million consumers of coffee. Yet, just four firms carry out 45% of all coffee roasting, and only four firms carry out 40% of all international coffee trading. Similarly, just three companies control over 80% of the world’s tea markets, and four companies control 40% of international trading in cocoa, 51% of cocoa grinding and 50% in confectionary manufacturing. There are additional examples: in the Brazilian soybean market, roughly 200,000 farmers attempt to sell to five main commodity traders; in the Ivorian cocoa industry, three large transnational commodity buyers (ADM, Cargill and Barry Callebaut) dominate; and in 1996, two transnational food and beverage companies (Nestlé and Parmalat) controlled 53% of the Brazilian dairy processing market, driving off a large number of cooperatives, which had to sell their facilities to these companies.

With regard to retailers, the top four retailers in the UK comprise 75% of the grocery market, while Walmart (a U.S.-based company) alone accounts for 6.1% of global retail sales. Domination of food retailing by supermarkets is not unique to the developed world: 60% to 70% of food sales in Argentina and Brazil now pass through supermarkets, with many other developing countries following suit. Such heavy concentration of commodity buyers, food processors and retailers turns them into “the narrow conduits through which goods must pass in order to reach the final consumer.” It gives them tremendous power to set prices for the agricultural products they buy and process. Although concentrated agribusinesses such as seed manufacturers can, as monopoly sellers, also cause great distortions in global food markets, this briefing note will focus on the issue of buyer power.

The problems raised by buyer power

In general, dominant buyer power reduces producers’ incomes. The downward pressure forces less efficient producers to merge, to cut costs or to exit the market, leaving the field open for more efficient ones. This process is sometimes considered beneficial insofar as the cost savings are then passed on to consumers. It must be noted however that this is not always the case in global agribusiness. For instance, between 1997 and 2002 farm prices for coffee beans fell by 80%, while retail prices for coffee dropped by 27%. At the same time in 2001, profits for Starbucks and Nestlé rose by 41% and 20%, respectively. In fact, as they are the gatekeepers through which sellers must go in order to have access to the global markets, large commodity buyers and processors, as well as retailers, tend to capture an increasingly large proportion of the value chain: while producers at one end are paid less, consumers at the other end don’t necessarily benefit from lower prices.

The impact of buyer power on the structure of supply chains has been well documented. Studies have shown that the practice of dominant UK grocery retailers of passing on to Kenyan producers the cost of compliance with the retailers’ private standards on hygiene, food safety and traceability has resulted in food production shifting from smallholders to large farms, often owned by the exporters, as well as the acquisition by such exporters of their own production capacity. In short, small farmers are being kicked off global grocery supply chains, often leading to increased rural poverty.

The downward pressure on farm gate prices – the price paid to the farmer for his or her produce – has other perverse effects. In an effort to reduce costs, food manufacturers may dispense with proper environmental precautions in dumping waste materials, or poor farmers may resort to child labour. For example, agricultural wages were so severely depressed as a result of buyer concentration in the cocoa market in Cote d’Ivoire that small-hold cocoa farmers reportedly resorted to using child labour, leading to violations of the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child. It should be remembered that the vast majority of child labour takes place in agriculture: 70% of all working children, or 132 million boys and girls between the ages of 5 and 14.

The damage caused by buyer power is exacerbated by the “commodity problem,” i.e., the tendency to increase the supply of many agricultural commodities in response to price reductions. For instance, although causality is difficult to establish, a study by ActionAid and the South Centre has demonstrated a positive correlation between increased buyer concentration in coffee markets and the ever-decreasing value of the finished coffee product that reaches farmers. Coffee is the prime example of this phenomenon.
that is hilly and located at high altitudes, making it difficult for farmers to grow anything else commercially. Thus, should coffee prices fall due to an increase in buyer bargaining strength, farmers would have little alternatives to cultivate other crops. Instead, farmers produce even more coffee in an attempt to earn short-term income to meet daily expenses, and thereby cause oversupply and further depression of coffee prices, even below the average cost of production. In essence, producer welfare is appropriated again and again in a vicious circle ending only when producers leave the market, which, in the case of Kenyan coffee farmers, invariably means the uprooting of entire villages and resettlement in urban slums.

Because of these impacts, the passivity of States in the face of abuses of buyer power may be seen as a failure to comply with their obligation to protect the right to adequate food of those who depend on farming for their livelihoods, and who may have no opportunities outside of agriculture to achieve a decent standard of living.

Buyers who have achieved a dominant position vis-à-vis certain suppliers – suppliers who, in turn, have few possibilities other than to go through these buyers if they seek access to markets for their produce – may be tempted to abuse their position in order to extract a disproportionate amount of value from the producer – paying less although prices on the markets may be high, while at the same time shifting all the risks of lower market prices on the shoulders of the producer. The specific kinds of conduct amounting to abuses of buyer power go beyond pricing, however, and they are almost innumerable. They include dominant buyers demanding such large volume discounts that suppliers are obliged to raise prices for other buyers (the “waterbed effect”)\(^{19}\), retrospectively adjusting terms of supply to pass on costs and risks to suppliers\(^{20}\), or methods of off-market direct contracting that result in reducing transparency in agricultural markets\(^{21}\).

The past few years have seen a number of attempts by legislative, judicial and quasi-judicial bodies around the world to tackle excessive buyer power in food supply chains. Apart from these, fair trade and competition authorities in South Korea, Taiwan and Thailand have brought actions against buyers abusing their market strength. Between 1999 and 2001, the Korean Fair Trade Commission (KFTC) prosecuted Walmart and Carrefour for, among others, unfair refusal to receive products, unfair return of products, unfair price reductions, unfair passing on of advertising fees to producers. The KFTC imposed fines on both Walmart-Korea and Carrefour-Korea and, more interestingly, ordered both companies to publicise their abusive conduct by taking out advertisements in newspapers\(^{24}\). In Taiwan, a commission established pursuant to the Fair Trade Law of 1991 identified six types of unfair retailer practice, ranging from charging improper fees to unreasonable penalties for supply shortages. The Taiwanese commission has since published a set of guidelines for charging additional fees by retail chains\(^{25}\). In Thailand, a specialised commission was tasked with studying the issue of buyer power after competition authorities received a spate of complaints regarding unfair trade practices\(^{26}\).

A problem for competition law

At present, many competition regimes consider that the main or even sole aim of competition law is the maximisation of consumer welfare\(^{27}\). Competition law thus conceived can be of some use as a tool for addressing excessive buyer power. For instance, the UK Competition Commission’s\(^{28}\) regulation of certain abusive practices by large supermarket retailers in the UK resulted from an understanding that certain practices by dominant buyers transferred so much risk and uncertainty to producers that they could result in the following harms to consumers\(^{29}\): higher sale prices, reductions in quality or choice for consumers, or decreased level of investment and innovation by producers. All these tend to happen if the dominant buyer is also dominant on the selling market, or if the whittling away of producer welfare has taken place for so long that significant supplier exit and/or consolidation has occurred, thereby reducing consumer choice and quality. It has also been argued that dominant buyers may possess the ability to dictate to consumers the choice of products that come to market, and that the success of product innovations may be dependent largely upon these dominant buyers’ reactions\(^{30}\).

The difficulty with the consumer welfare standard is that it concentrates attention on the demand side. Practices are deemed acceptable, even when adopted by dominant firms, as long as consumers benefit, or where there is an appearance that some of the advantages obtained by the firm might be passed on to consumers. The consumer
welfare standard pays insufficient attention to the potential harms suffered by small farmers, even though they are the ones most obviously affected by excessive concentration in the food chains. Indeed, some groups of smallholders, who are the least competitive, may be relegated to low-value segments of the market or driven out of business altogether in situations where the buyer uses its dominant position to push down farm gate prices. It should be recalled, however, that the right to adequate food, as protected in international law, is not only about poor consumers having access to food at an affordable price; it is also about those depending on farming for their livelihoods having sufficient incomes to allow them to purchase food. This dimension is of particular importance in many developing countries, where there are few alternatives to farming for populations in the rural areas, and where poverty is still predominantly located within this group of the population.

Where abuses of dominant positions lead to such consequences, competition regimes should be improved to comport with general human rights principles of equality and non-discrimination, and to facilitate the realization of human rights, including among others the right to food, the right to work and the right to development. The UNCTAD Model Competition Law provides an example: the Model Law aims to prevent anti-competitive practices that “unduly restrain competition, adversely affecting... [amongst other things] economic development.”

An even clearer example is the South African Competition Act 1998, which aims to “promote and maintain competition in the Republic in order... (c) to provide employment and advance the social and economic welfare of South Africans... (e) to ensure that small and medium-sized enterprises have an equitable opportunity to participate in the economy; and (f) to promote a greater spread of ownership, in particular to increase the ownership stakes of historically disadvantaged persons.” Such competition regimes are feasible: the South African Competition Commission has launched investigations into a number of milk processors for, among other things, allegedly colluding to fix the purchase price of milk, as well as imposing upon dairy farmers contracts requiring them to supply their total milk production. The Commission also recently began an investigation into the supermarket industry, specifically citing as a concern the exclusion of small producers from access to retail shelves as a result of buyer power concentration.

Clearly, competition control vis-à-vis other regulatory regimes, and competition control of food supply chain issues vis-à-vis other competition issues may vary, depending on the particular developmental context of the state in question. It is beyond question, however, that competition control must be an essential component of any strategy to remedy structural flaws where they exist. In developed countries, producer welfare concerns need be considered as an additional nuance where dominant buyer conduct results in harms to producers and to the long term welfare of consumers, or where it threatens the right to a decent standard of living, including the right to adequate food, of overseas producers. However, in countries where the food insecurity is widespread in the rural areas and where violations of the right to adequate food of small-scale farmers are common, competition control of buyer power must be more than just a nuance or an exception to the general rule; it should be an integral part of the competition regime. One possible solution could be for developing countries to identify dominant buyer firms and impose the following special legal duties upon them. These may include duties to refrain from:

a) directly or indirectly imposing unfair purchasing or selling prices or other unfair trading conditions;

b) limiting production, markets or technical development to the prejudice of suppliers;

c) applying dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parties, resulting in those parties being placed at a competitive disadvantage; and

d) making the conclusion of contracts subject to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations that, by their nature or according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of such contracts.

Transnational issues

The globalization of the food supply chains requires that competition law regimes be given extraterritorial reach, commensurate with the scope of activities of the market actors concerned. The deficiency of a solely consumer-oriented competition regime is again demonstrated: if a dominant buyer engages in conduct that harms producers in country A, but which affects consumer welfare only in country B (because the products are exported), a consumer-oriented competition regime in country A would be rendered toothless. Countries exporting agricultural commodities therefore should not adopt competition laws focused on consumer welfare on the model proposed by the OECD. They should instead seek to ensure that, in the competition law regime that they
set up, they offer a sufficient high level of protection of their producers against abuses of dominant positions by commodity buyers, food processors or retailers, as part of their obligation to protect the right to food under their jurisdiction.

Some argue that under a logical distribution of global competition control, anti-competitive conduct is “penalised under the antitrust laws of the importing jurisdiction that suffers the anticompetitive effects.”

To simplify for the purpose of demonstration, this argument states that the appropriate response would be for competition authorities in country B to control the anti-competitive behaviour for its consumer welfare effects in country B. This argument assumes that the competition authorities in country B: (1) have the technical capacity; and (2) have theories of jurisdiction and substantive competition law rules allowing them to control such conduct. These assumptions do not hold, even in States with sophisticated competition regimes.

For instance, the U.S. “effects” doctrine of jurisdiction (see box 1) may preclude competition control of excessive buyer power, even though there could be consumer effects within U.S. territory. Although the EU’s case-law on jurisdiction is more suitable for establishing the necessary competition control, it should be noted that the assertion of jurisdiction over a given firm is quite a different matter from whether the substantive law controls its conduct, and EU law imposes overly generous substantive presumptions, thus weakening EU competition control of abusive buyer conduct in developing countries.

Instead, substantive competition laws should recognise that consumer harms arising from excessive buyer concentration are incipient and therefore indeterminate in character, but that this indeterminacy should not be a reason for failing to control such conduct. A more enriched conception of consumer welfare is needed – one that takes account of consumers’ interests in sustainability rather than focussing purely upon short-term price changes. An important example of this more enriched concept of consumer harm in application may be found, for instance, in the UK Groceries Market Investigation (2008), where the UK Competition Commission held that it was authorised to find an “Adverse Effect on Competition” without having to “identify specific harm to the interests of” consumers.

Even under the EU’s “implementation” theory of competition jurisdiction and a more appropriate substantive law regime, significant loopholes would remain. Competition authorities in developed States would be able to assert jurisdiction over and control abusive buyer conduct for long-term indirect harm to domestic consumer welfare, but they would still be powerless to act in the name of the foreign producers whose welfare is being directly and adversely affected. To do so might amount to an exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction in violation of the principles of the equality of States and of non-interference with domestic affairs. This has two implications. First, competition authorities may be unable to take action against agribusinesses whose conduct harms foreign producers, but either has no legally recognisable adverse effect upon domestic consumers, or whose domestic market presences fall below relevant thresholds. Second, and more importantly, States may be unable to award damages to foreign claimants who suffer competitive harm elsewhere. It is therefore imperative that developing countries, where the majority of impoverished farmers are located, set up credible competition authorities of their own.

A number of factors currently hinder the adoption by source countries of competition regimes that protect their consumers from abuses of dominant positions by buyers in global supply chains. First, competition control requires more than competition law regimes: it also requires well resourced and independent competition authorities, which may be costly for some developing countries. Second, there may not be the political will on the part of developing countries to challenge the dominance of the largest actors controlling international agricultural markets, since these firms provide access to the global markets and may work in collaboration with local intermediaries that are linked to the government.

In discharging their obligation of international cooperation and assistance, developed countries should offer assistance to developing ones to defray the costs of maintaining and staffing credible competition authorities; developing countries in turn should accept that it is their duty to protect their producers from the impacts of concentration in the food chains, and they should seek such support as part of discharging their obligation to protect the right to adequate food. Such assistance may come from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), which offers technical training courses on competition law and policy to judges, enforcement-officials and other decision-makers from developing countries with respect to adopting, maintaining and improving national competition law systems. Other methods of advancing growth of competition law in developing countries would be to adopt international cooperation agreements by which States parties agree to assist each other with respect to producing and exchanging documentary evidence, and even to apply the other country’s competition laws where appropriate.
Conclusions

Excessive buyer concentration in global food supply chains tends to depress prices that food producers at the bottom of those chains receive for their produce. This in turn means lower incomes for these producers. As a result, the least competitive of these producers may be forced out of business, or they may be relegated to subsistence agriculture, and the inequalities in rural areas in which poverty is concentrated in developing countries may increase. For other suppliers seeking to join global supply chains, abuses of buyer power leading to depressed farm gate prices may have an impact on their ability to invest for the future and climb up the value chain, and it may lead them to lower the wages of their workers, or at least, not to increase such wages as much as they should. There is thus a direct link between the ability of competition regimes to address abuses of buyer power in supply chains, and the ability for the development of global supply chains to contribute to an increase in the enjoyment of the right to a decent standard of living, including a right to adequate food, in poor agriculture-based countries. Global food supply chains will contribute significantly to the reduction of rural poverty only to the extent that such abuses are effectively combated through competition law regimes that are designed to be consistent with the obligation of States to protect the right to adequate food. Accordingly,

1. All States should have in place credible competition and merger regulation authorities, which restrain the creation and abuse of dominant buyer power, with a view to protecting small-scale farmers from such abuse.

2. Developed countries in particular should avoid creating high barriers to assert jurisdiction, as well as substantive rules of competition law that leave abusive buyer behaviour in developing countries unchecked. Reductions of consumer welfare resulting from abuses of buyer power occur only in the long-term, and as an indirect consequence of the appropriation of producer welfare. It is therefore inappropriate to focus competition regimes on consumer protection alone. Instead, developed countries, especially those where dominant agribusiness buyers are domiciled, should be more active in addressing the creation, maintenance and abuse of such buyer power, with a view not only to protecting the suppliers, particularly in developing countries, from the impacts of abuses of dominant positions, but also to ensuring the longer term stability of supply for consumers.

3. Developing countries where food insecurity is widespread in the rural areas and where violations of the right to adequate food of small-scale farmers are common, may wish to create competition regimes that impose on buyers specific duties, or subject them to specific types of control, in certain supply chains or for certain commodities that are particularly important to the revenues of small-scale farmers, with a view to preventing types of conduct which result in harms to the welfare of producers.

4. Developed countries should assist developing States to create and maintain credible competition and merger regulation authorities, and developing countries should seek and cooperate with such initiatives. The institutions built with the assistance of developed countries, however, should not follow a purely consumerist model of competition law typical of similar bodies in developed countries at present, but must seek to protect a minimum level of producer welfare.

Box 1: Theories of Jurisdiction and Substantive Law in the U.S. and EU

U.S. courts established very early on that they had jurisdiction to control conduct occurring outside U.S. borders, but which nonetheless created effects within it – the “effect” doctrine of jurisdiction. Subsequent legislative and judicial developments, however, effectively limited the scope of the “effects” doctrine of jurisdiction. These included §6a of the Foreign Trade Antitrust Amendment Act of 1982, which provided that territorial jurisdiction could be established only where extraterritorial conduct had “direct, substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect” on trade or commerce in the U.S., and the judgment in Hartford Fire Insurance, limiting antitrust control to conduct that “was meant to produce and did in fact produce some substantial effect in the United States”.

There is considerable uncertainty over the scope of the extraterritorial application of U.S. Antitrust law at present, but the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in US v. LSL Biotechnologies recently interpreted the above developments to mean that jurisdiction cannot be asserted over foreign conduct that produces only remote effects on consumers in the U.S. That case involved a contract clause imposed by the defendant U.S.
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corporation upon Hazera, a foreign supplier-developer of tomato seeds, preventing it from supplying any other buyer in the U.S. The U.S. argued, amongst other things, that the clause “makes less likely possible innovations from Hazera in the creation of heartier tomato seeds ‘that will allow consumers to enjoy higher quality, better tasting winter tomatoes and that will allow United States farmers to grow long shelf-life tomatoes.’” Judge Tallman, writing for the majority, rejected this argument, stating that the “delay of possible innovations does not have a direct effect on American commerce” (emphasis added).

Clearly, this line of reasoning renders impossible control over conduct of dominant agribusiness buyers in foreign countries on the rationale of consumer welfare protection, because, as mentioned in the main text, the harms to consumers from such conduct, which includes a reduction of capital replacement similar to the decline in innovation in U.S. v. LSL, occurs only in the long-run and indirectly.

In contrast, states may consider the practice of the European Court of Justice in the Wood Pulp case, where it established objective territorial jurisdiction on the basis that a concerted practice between several non-EU undertakings begun outside of the EU had been implemented in it. Another example of the EU’s more expansive approach to assertion of jurisdiction is Gencor v Lonrho, where the Court held that application of the EU’s merger laws to two South African mining companies was “justified under public international law when it is foreseeable that a proposed concentration will have an immediate and substantial effect in the (EU)”. The court however interpreted the criterion of “immediacy” to pertain not so much to economic effects, but to the structure of the market: “the concentration would have had the direct and immediate effect of creating the conditions in which abuses were not only possible but economically rational.” As for the criterion of substantiality, it was not necessary for the “substantial” effect to be immediately discernible: the creation of a duopoly in world platinum and rhodium markets as a result of the merger would only occur in the “medium term”, but the scale and importance of that prospect was substantial enough to justify assertion of jurisdiction.

Asserting jurisdiction over particular conduct is one thing; whether or not that conduct is prohibited by the law is a different matter altogether. In this regard, the EU’s substantive law leaves something to be desired, notwithstanding the adoption of the new Regulation 330/2010 on Vertical Restraints. Both the new Regulation 330/2010 and the expired Regulation 2790/99 on Vertical Restraints establish a “safe harbour”, or presumption of legality for certain vertical agreements depending on the market share of the supplier or buyer and the nature of the vertical restriction. However, according to the European Commission’s Vertical Restraints Guidelines to the expired regulation, the market share of the buyer was considered only if the vertical restraint concerned contained an exclusive supply obligation, and the safe harbour was available for buyers with a market share of up to 30%. Regulation 2790/99 expired on 31 May 2010. The new Regulation 330/2010, as interpreted via the Commission’s new Guidelines, is an improvement in that it provides for the buyer’s market share to be relevant where it “purchases the contract goods or services which determine the applicability of the block exemption.” This means that the buyer’s market share is relevant for determining the legality of all vertical agreements exceeding the market share threshold, and not just those that contain exclusive supply clauses. However, the market share threshold for the “safe harbour” remains the same at 30%. Moreover, the new guidelines set out a de minimis market share threshold of 15%. The inadequacy of this is clear when one observes that the UK Groceries Market Investigation of 2000 found that retail grocers with as little as 8% of the total retail market had substantial buyer power over sellers.

Under an abuse of dominant position analysis per Article 102 TFEU (ex Article 82 EC), the difficulty lies in showing a “detrimental effect upon trade” within the EU, which is taken to mean an adverse effect upon consumers. Consider for instance the opinion of Advocate General Miguel Poiares Maduro in FENIN, where he opines that “…the existence of a monopsony does not pose a serious threat to competition since it does not necessarily have any effect on the downstream market. Furthermore, an undertaking in a monopsonistic position has no interest in bringing such pressure to bear on its suppliers that they become obliged to leave the upstream market.” It has been the constant argument of this briefing note that the first contention is incorrect, and that the second is wildly optimistic. The market is good at encouraging actions that produce short-term benefits; it is not good at obliging its actors to take into account long-term considerations.
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